Contribution of vesicle-protected extracellular DNA to horizontal gene transfer in Thermus spp.
Highly efficient apparatus for natural competence and conjugation have been shown as the major contributors to horizontal gene transfer (HGT) in Thermus thermophilus. In practical terms, both mechanisms can be distinguished by the sensitivity of the former to the presence of DNAse, and the requirement for cell to cell contacts in the second. Here we demonstrate that culture supernatants of different strains of Thermus spp. produce DNAse-resistant extracellular DNA (eDNA) in a growth-rate dependent manner. This eDNA was double stranded, similar in size to isolated genomic DNA (around 20 kbp), and represented the whole genome of the producer strain. Protection against DNAse was the consequence of association of the eDNA to membrane vesicles which composition was shown to include a great diversity of cell envelope proteins with minor content of cytoplasmic proteins. Access of the recipient cell to the protected eDNA depended on the natural competence apparatus and elicited the DNA-DNA interference defence mediated by the Argonaute protein. We hypothesize on the lytic origin of the eDNA carrying vesicles and discuss the relevance of this alternative mechanism for HGT in natural thermal environments.